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INTRODUCTION 
In 1921, Kampt de FCriet defined and studied the functions named after 
him. Using the notation introduced in 1976 by Srivastava and Panda, the 
Kampk de FCriet functions in two variables are defined: 
The exact region of convergence for these functions is determined by using 
Horn’s theorem for double series. Many properties and applications of 
KampC de Fbriet functions are found in Refs. [l-3]. 
There appears, however, to be a paucity of reduction formulae for 
Kampt: de Ftriet functions. Srivastava and Karlsson [ 11 list only 20 
nontrivial instances in which Kampt de Ftriet functions can be expressed 
in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions. In particular, for the 
functions F$$$, they give the three results 
al, . . . . a 
=p+2 9+1 F [ 
p’ V-I, v-p; 
P 1 > . . . . Pq, v; x ’ 1 (1) 
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=p+3 q+2 F 
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aI ,..., a,,A-l,p--1, $A++; 
P 1 > .. . . pq, i-p+ 1, ;n-; ; 




the latter being viewed as a special case of F$$. 
(3) 
In a series of recent papers [4-73, the author has shown that the func- 
tion F$$$ is intimately connected with representations for incomplete 
Lipschitz-Hankel integrals of cylindrical functions (see Eqs. (14)-( 16)), 
where the class of cylindrical functions C includes Bessel functions of the 
first kind J, modified Bessel functions I, Bessel functions of the second kind 
or Neumann functions Y (or N), Bessel functions of imaginary argument 
or MacDonald functions K, and Bessel functions of the third kind that 
include Hankel functions of the first and second kind, H(l) and Z-Z’*‘. 
As a by-product of these investigations, several reduction formulae for 
F:iTih not included in Eqs. (1) and (2) were derived. It is the purpose of this 
paper, in addition to collecting these results, to generalize them somewhat 
and to derive four reduction formulae for Fiif$ that were not previously 
given. 
REDUCTION FORMULAE FOR F$$ “’ **” clp: a, 1; 1; x x 
VI, . . . . vq: p;-; ’ 1 
The following is derived in [4]: 
Fgi; 
[ 
-: a, 1; 1; 
’ y,6: /9;-;x’x 1 
l-8 
=a-/?+1 ,F,C~;Y,~XI+ a a-8+1 
2F3;)[L a + 1; Y, 4 B; xl. (4) 
In particular, the following are special cases of Eq. (4) given essentially in 
terms of modified Bessel functions [S]: 
-:2+v, 1; 1;x2 x2 -- 1 
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-: l+v, 1; 1;x2 x2 -- 
$;-; 4’ 4 1 
=‘+V~{coshx-(~)VI-(l+v)IV(x) 
1 + 2v x2 
---.l+v, 1,1,x2 x2 
-- 
3. 





-:2+v, 1; l;x2 x2 -- 
3; -; 4 ’ 4 1 
Equation (4) is, in fact, included in the reduction formula 
F$:, 
J 
Pl, ***, cLp: 4 1; 1; x x 
VI, ..., vq: p;-; ’ 1 
1-B 
=1-p+cr p+2’qC~1, . . . . /+,, 1; ~1, . .. . tpl 
a 
+ 
l-p+a p+2I;,+1lh . . . . /+, 1, a+ 1; ~1, . .. . vq, P; xl, 
which we now show. 
By definition 
Since [8, Eq. (7.1.1), p. 1511 
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FP+;’ Pl, . . . . /$I: a, 1; 1; 
q.l;O x, x 
VI, . ..) vq: p; -; 1 
and Eq. (9) follows. 
For brevity, we define below two functions that occur often in what 
follows: 
,S,C(~,); (b,); ~1 := f {eZ,f’,C(qJ (b,); -2zl- e-’ .F,C(qJ; (6,); 2zl>, 
,C,C(q,); (b,); 21 := ; {ez ,CJ-(~,); @,I; -2zl+ e-= .F,C(qJ; @,); 2~11. 
We observe that 
pS,[(u,); (b,); z] = 1 - 2 “,%:I z+ O(z3) z + 0, 
k 1 
.q-(~p); (b,); 21 = 1+ W2) z + 0. 
Hence, 
lim ps,k$); tb,); zl = 1 -2 n”k= 1 uk 
2-O Z n:=, b/c’ 
,C,C(Q; (b,); 01 = 1. 
REDUCTION FORMULAE FOR F:;$, 
In addition, using the functions 2C2 and 2S2, we have from results in 
PI 
,l+p+v 
F0:2;1 2 ’ 
2:1;o 2+p+v 3+p+v. 
2 ’ 2 . 
=2c2 
l+p+v, $+v ; 




1; x2 x2 -- 
4’ 4 -. 3 
(10) 
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l+p+v 2+p+v 
2 ’ 2 ; 1; F0:2;’ x2 x2 -- 
2:1;o 3+p+v 4+p+v, 4’ 4 
e ) * . 1 + v; p; 
Equations (10) and (11) may also be written [6]: 
l+p+v 2+p+v . 
2 
f’0:2; 1 -- 
2:1;o 2+p+v 3+p+v. 4’ 4 






4+p+v 3 (12) 
,;+v, l+v,$ 
F0:2;1 
2:1;o 3+p+v 4+p+v. 






2 ’ l- 
-(1 +p+v)coshx,F, 
1; x2 x2 -- 
_. 4’ 4 3 
‘2+/L++ $+v g+v - - 
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RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
The general incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integral of cylindrical 
functions C,(z) may be defined as the function of two complex variables, 
C,,Ju, z) := j; e”‘t”C,(t) dt. (14) 
Here the symbol e denotes the presence of the exponential function and p, 
v may be complex. Analogously, we may define integrals that contain the 
functions sin(at) and cos(at) in place of exp(at): 
sin(at) tT,(t) dt, (15) 
CcJ& z) := j; cos(at) t”C,( t) dt. (16) 
To assure convergence of CJu, z) and C&u, z), it is necessary that 
Re(p+l)>lRevl when C=k, Y, H(l), Z@‘; Re(l+p+v)>O when 
C = Z, J. For convergence of C,Ju, z), replace p by p + 1 in the latter two 
inequalities. 
If we define 
t := 
i 





-1: C=H,Z, J, Y 
QCA,bu, vk x, ~1 
[ 
.p+v+l ,u-v+l 
2 ’ 2 ; 1; := FOiZj’ 
2.1so ,U+v+l ZPv+3. x7 Y I. -. 
2 ) 2 . 29 Y 
QCA2h ~1; -G ~1 
.p+v+l p-v+1 
2 ’ 2 ; 1; 
:= Fo:z;I 
2:1;o p+v+3 p-v+3. XT Y I. 
2 ’ 2 . 2, --; 1 
QCBlh v); x, ~1 
*p+v+2 p-v+2 
2 ’ 2 ; 1; 
:= F0:2;1 
2:‘;o p+v+2 p-v+4 4 Y 
2 ’ 2 : $;-. ? 1 
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2 ; 1; 
2:‘;o p+v+4 p-v+4. -7.Y 3 -. 
2 T 2 . $; > 1 
it is shown in [7] that 
Csp,,(a, 2) = 
, (17) 
C+Ja, z) = 
zl+P 
p-v+1 1 
+ p+T+l CvdQ[~,;+?$ (18) 
ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR Ft;$h 
In Eq. (17), set first <= 1, II= -1, a=i and second tJ=l, v=l, a=i. 
This gives the system of linear equations in two unknowns Q[B,; z2/4, 
z2/4] and Q[B,; z2/4, z2/4]: 
WQ[B,:;,;]- ,,~+2Z”-lc;,e[B2;~,~] 
=/i-v+2 = 
z2+v i sinh tP‘Z,( t) dt, 0 (19) 
=/l-v+2 z 
z2+P 5 sinh tPK,( t) dt. (20) 0 
NOW making the previous substitutions in Eq. (18), we obtain the system 
of linear equations in unknowns Q[,4 1 ; z2/4, z*/4] and Q[,4 2 ; z*/4, z*/4]: 
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Z~(z)Q[~~;~,~]-,,:+,Z~-~(z,e[R2;~,~] 
=cL-v+l z 
s zl+p 0 
cash tt”Z,( t) dt, (21) 
K.(z,Q[~~;~,~]+~+~+~K”-~(z)Q[~~;~,~] 
=cL-v+l = 
zl+P s cash tPK,(t) dt. 0 
(22) 
Solving the systems Eqs. (19) and (20) and Eqs. (21) and (22), respec- 




Qi 1 B,;f 2 =(P-v+2)(c(+v+2) Z,(z) j’,sinh tPZ,(t)dt 4.’ 4 z2+P K,(z) JX sinh tPK,(t) dt ’ (25) 
Q[r4,;;,;]=p-;+1 l;;j~;;;;;~;l't ;;:l;j;)l, (26) 
Q[ 4’41 
,& 2 J/Pv+l)@+v+l) Z”(z) I;coshttpZv(t)dt 
zl+P K,(z) j; cash tt”K,( t) dt . (27) 
Equations (24) and (25) are valid for Re(p + v + 2) > 0; Eqs. (26) and 
(27) are valid for Re(p f v + 1) > 0. Further, Eqs. (24~(27) provide 
integral representations for the function Q appearing in each equation. 
Using [9, p. 117, Eq. (2)], we evaluate the four integrals in Eqs. (24)-(27) 
in terms of the functions 2C2 and *Sz: 
s 
’ sinh ttT,(t) dt = 
0 
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I 
z 
cash tt”C,( t) dt = ’ 
1 +,1 
cash z C,(z) - 
zC,(z) 




~-v+l,/A+v+3;z 1 + dzC,, + l(Z) 
p-v+1 2c2 [ 1, p+$; p-v+2,ZA+v+2;z ’ II 
where 6=1 if C=Kand 6= -1 if C=Z. 
Using these results in Eqs. (24)-(27) and the F-symbol for Q and taking 
note of Eq. (23) together with the easily proved identity 
K,+,(z)Z,-,(z)-Z,+,(z)K,-,(z)=2v/z*, 




2 ’ 2 ; 1; z2 z2 
*:‘;O p+v+2 /.A-v+4. 
2 ’ 2 . 27 3 I 
-- 
I.-. 4’ 4 
1 


















ZL-v+2,p+v+2;z ’ 1 
J---v+1 cash z - Z 1, p+;; 













2 ’ 2 ) 
p+v+3 p-v+3* I. 




=2 2 p-v+2,p+v+2;Z 1 
1; z2 z2 -- 
4’ 4 -. 3 
(31) 
If we set p = v, then it is easily shown that Eq. (28) reduces to Eq. (7) and 
Eq. (29) reduces to Eq. (6). Equations (30) and (31) reduce to F!j;& 
functions (see Eqs. (22) and (23) of Ref. [S] ), whose reduction is given by 
Eq. (3). 
We remark that Eqs. (28)-(31) are valid for IzI c CC and for all p, v such 
that each function exists. Hence the restrictions on the existence of the 
integrals in Eqs. (24)-(27) do not apply here and have been waived by 
appealing to the principle of analytic continuation. 
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